The world has recently secured the first complete genetic blueprint of a plant. The mouse-ear cress, Arabidopsis thaliana, a small mustard plant, has recently joined the increasingly less exclusive club of organisms for which every gene has been sequenced. In the next three years, the complete sequence of a plant of worldwide agricultural importance, rice (Oryza sativa), will be available. Undoubtedly, the dawning of the genomics age will have a great impact on agriculture, human health and molecular genetics. This wealth of genetic information is beginning to have just as profound an impact on the study of evolutionary biology, particularly on understanding one of the most enduring problems in evolution and molecular biology — the genetic basis of complex traits.

The complexity of these phenotypic traits, particularly of those involved in adaptation, probably arises from segregation of alleles at many interacting loci (quantitative trait loci, or QTL), the effects of which are sensitive to the environment. Recent and continuing advances in molecular genetics and statistical techniques make it possible to identify the chromosomal regions where these QTL are located. Ultimately, an understanding of adaptive evolution will require detailed knowledge of the genetic changes that accompany evolutionary change.

A needle in a haystack
Modern quantitative genetics was born from the fusion of Mendelism and biometry, the mathematical theory that surrounds the science of heredity. The conceptual basis for the genetic dissection of complex traits is relatively straightforward. At its most basic level, QTL mapping simply involves finding an association between a genetic marker and a phenotype that one can measure. For example, if all the tall plants among 500 individual corn plants of varying height have a particular allele of a genetic marker, then there is a very high probability that a QTL for plant tallness is associated with this marker in this population of plants.

QTL mapping in both plants and animals involves just a few basic steps. The primary requirement is for two parental strains that have differences between them in the alleles that affect variation in a trait. The parents need not be different in the mean phenotypic value of the trait as different allelic combinations can yield the same phenotypic mean. A polymorphic genetic map allows the two strains to be distinguished genetically. The more detailed the linkagemap (that is, the greater the number of markers), the better the mapping resolution. The parental alleles are then shuffled by creating a large mapping population, in which the phenotype and the multilocus genotype of each individual are measured.
This applies to single or independent, random inputs. The central limit theorem assures a normal (bell-shaped) distribution for a variable that is the summation of many independent, random inputs. This applies to single or multiple variables.

In practice, several crossing schemes are used to generate this mapping population. In all of these, the parents are mated to generate an initial population. In one approach, recombinant inbred lines can be created by selfing (self-fertilizing) each of the F1 progeny for several (usually eight) generations (Fig. 1). In an 'F1 design', the mapping population is generated by mating the F1 progeny to each other (Fig. 2). In a 'backcross design', the mapping population is generated by crossing the F1 progeny to either, or both, of the parents (Fig. 3). Several variations on these crossing schemes have been designed to maximize the shuffling of parental alleles. Once all individuals in the mapping population are scored for phenotype and multilocus genotype, the actual QTL mapping can begin. The statistical tools at the foundations of QTL mapping have been available for many years (Box 2). In fact, in 1923, Karl Sax mapped a QTL for seed size in the bean, Phaseolus vulgaris, by statistically associating it with a Mendelian locus for seed pigmentation.

Today, we generally have much more detailed genetic maps available. For example, Arabidopsis thaliana has 1,262 genetic markers, which consist of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that vary between two parental lines of the most commonly used set of recombinant inbred lines. Each RIL is homozygous for a section of a parental chromosome. The RILs are scored for several genetic markers, as well as for the trichome density phenotype. In c, the arrow marks a section of chromosome that derives from the parent with low trichome density. The leaves of all individuals that have inherited that section of chromosome from the parent with low trichome density also have low trichome density, indicating that this chromosomal region probably contains a QTL for this trait.

In the late 1980s, by statistically associating it with a Mendelian locus for seed pigmentation, in the early 1920s, Karl Sax mapped a QTL for seed size in the bean, Phaseolus vulgaris, by statistically associating it with a Mendelian locus for seed pigmentation.

Today, we generally have much more detailed genetic maps available. For example, Arabidopsis thaliana has 1,262 genetic markers, which consist of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that vary between two parental lines of the most commonly used set of recombinant inbred lines. Each RIL is homozygous for a section of a parental chromosome. The RILs are scored for several genetic markers, as well as for the trichome density phenotype. In c, the arrow marks a section of chromosome that derives from the parent with low trichome density. The leaves of all individuals that have inherited that section of chromosome from the parent with low trichome density also have low trichome density, indicating that this chromosomal region probably contains a QTL for this trait.
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Figures 2 | F2 design: genetic mapping in monkeyflowers. a | Mimulus lewisii and c | Mimulus cardinals were crossed to produce d-l | various F2 progeny. The parent species differ in floral characteristics, including petal colour, corolla size and shape, presence or absence of nectar guides, nectar volume, and concentration and position of anthers and stigma. These floral characteristics are important in maintaining pollinator-induced reproductive isolation between these two species in the wild. (Adapted with permission from REF. 40 © (1999) National Academy of Sciences, USA.)

Genetics of evolution

QTL mapping is beginning to be embraced by evolutionary biologists as a means to answer various basic questions. Heritable phenotypic variation is the raw material of evolution, producing adaptations and organismal diversity. A comprehensive understanding of these evolutionary mechanisms will be enhanced by elucidating the molecular genetic basis of quantitative traits.

Several important evolutionary models are based on the key assumptions of quantitative genetics. These models assume that the complex phenotype of a trait is caused by the simultaneous segregation of a very large number of genes, each of which has a small, additive effect on the phenotype and interacts with other genes and with the environment. QTL analysis allows us to test these assumptions. At one level, this is a 'straw man' — these assumptions cannot be entirely correct as there are only a finite number of genes available in a genome. (Conversely, one of the most important traits to an evolutionary biologist is 'fitness' — a very complex trait that is almost certainly controlled by many genes). On a practical level, once five or more loci contribute to a trait, it might be easier to model the evolution (or perhaps even function) of that trait with a mathematical abstraction rather than attempting to explicitly take into account each individual locus. Nevertheless, QTL mapping might indicate to evolutionary biologists the direction in which to proceed.

Genetics of adaptation

One of the most enduring controversies in evolutionary biology is the genetic basis of adaptation. R. A. Fisher concluded that mutations in genes of very small effect were responsible for adaptive evolution. H. Allen Orr and Jerry Coyne stated that... the neo-Darwinian view has... triumphed, and the genetic basis of adaptation now receives little attention. Indeed, the question is considered so dead that few know the evidence responsible for its demise. Orr and Coyne re-examined the evidence for this Fisherian view and argued that both the theoretical and empirical basis for it were weak. They encouraged evolutionary biologists to re-examine this research question by the 'genetic analysis of adaptive differences between natural populations or species'.

Plant evolutionary biologists have embraced this challenge and there are many examples of the use of QTL analysis to determine the genetic basis of traits that are thought to be of adaptive value. Several QTL have been identified for seed size, fruit size and seed number in Arabidopsis. Seed size is a very important adaptive trait in that large seeds often have higher fitness than small seeds. Variation in seed size in Arabidopsis was found to be determined by 11 QTL with relatively small additive effects. Seven of the seed size QTL localized to the same position as seed weight QTL, indicating possible pleiotropic actions of the underlying genes. So, QTL analysis can provide information about the mode of gene action.

QTL analysis has also been used to understand the genetic correlations among traits in natural populations. Floral traits, such as petal length and width, have long been used as an example of positively, genetically correlated traits. In a study of floral morphology in Arabidopsis, 18 QTL were found. As in the study of seed size, 11 floral trait QTL were associated with more than one floral trait. So, the tight morphological integration of the flower is possibly due to pleiotropic genetic action, or to tight linkage of loci.

The timing of flowering is another trait of importance to plants, as earlier reproduction often translates into higher fitness. Three research groups have independently examined flowering time in Arabidopsis using three unique crosses. A cross between the late-flowering strain, HM, and the early-flowering strain, WS, revealed that two unlinked QTL affect flowering
The region, usually the apex, of the gynoecium that receives pollen grains and on which the pollen germinates. The gynoecium is the seed-bearing organ of flowering plants, consisting of the stigma, style and ovary.

**STYLAR TUBE**

In the genus Iris, the styles (tubular columns of tissue arising from the top of the ovary) look like flower petals and are tightly appressed to the top of the actual petals, forming this tube between the petal and the style.

**PHENOLOGY**

The timing of periodic biological phenomena that are usually correlated with climatic conditions.

**HYBRID ZONE**

A region of reproduction between individuals of different species, usually occurring where the ranges of the species come together.

At the Columbia and Landsberg strains, two QTL, one on chromosome 1 and another on chromosome 2, were found. Finally, a cross between the early-flowering strain, Li-5, and the late-flowering strain, Naantali, revealed at least seven QTL, with one QTL on chromosome 4 accounting for over 50% of the variation in flowering time. The other 'minor' QTL were found on each of the five chromosomes of A. thaliana. As this example illustrates, the QTL found for any particular character might be different depending on the parents used in the original cross.

Although A. thaliana has been a popular plant for studying the genetics of adaptation using QTL analysis, the power of the approach is best illustrated by considering studies of plants that are decidedly not annual weeds. QTL analysis has been successfully applied to studying the genetic basis of various important traits in forest trees, including pine, eucalyptus and poplar. QTL have been mapped for seedling height, leaf area and frost tolerance in the high altitude Eucalyptus nitens and for frost hardiness and timing of bud set in natural populations of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). In studies of poplars, cottonwoods and aspens (Populus spp.), researchers have found QTL for bud set, bud flush, growth, form, phenology and leaf shape.

**Genetics of speciation.** Extending QTL analysis to other plant systems is particularly important in addressing a second fundamental question in evolutionary biology: Are the genes that are variable in a population the same as those that cause divergence between populations and species? As in the case of adaptive traits, there has been some controversy as to the role of the principal genes in speciation. Recent QTL analyses use crosses between (necessarily) closely related species. By creating such hybrids, or by looking in natural hybrid zones, the origin of species can be investigated at the genetic level.

Toby Bradshaw, Douglas Schemske and their colleagues pioneered this approach with their study of speciation in monkeyflowers (M imulus). They crossed two species with contrasting floral traits. M. imulus lewisi is a bumble-bee-pollinated flower with pink petals, contrasting yellow nectar guides, a wide corolla opening, concentrated nectar, and inserted anthers and stigma. M. imulus cardinalis is pollinated by hummingbirds and has red petals, a narrow, tubular corolla, copious nectar and exerted anthers and stigma. The two species grow and flower together, but hybrids are not commonly observed in nature. However, they are completely interfertile when artificially mated. So, these two species are reproductively isolated owing to different preferences of the pollina-
Several techniques exist for mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL) in the population; I have used the example of trichome density in leaves described in the figure to illustrate these methods. a | In the regression technique, the phenotype is correlated with each marker genotype\(^1\) (the middle panel represents the differential migration of DNA on a gel). In this case, a single marker ‘A’ is scored. Individuals that are homozygous for the A allele have high trichome density, individuals that are homozygous for the ‘a’ allele have low trichome density, and heterozygotes have intermediate trichome density. A linear regression of trichome density on the number of A alleles shows a significant relationship between the marker and the phenotype, which indicates that a QTL for trichome density is probably linked to that marker. The simple regression method described is of limited use in localizing the chromosomal segment that contains a QTL. The method underestimates the effect of the QTL. The further the QTL is from the marker, the weaker the effect.

The interval mapping method uses a pair or two pairs of flanking markers at a time\(^1\),\(^1\)-\(^1\) (the right panel represents the differential migration of DNA on a gel). In this method, the test statistic is independent of QTL in other regions of the chromosomes (although it is still biased if the QTL is in the interval immediately adjacent to the interval of interest). Composite interval mapping assesses the probability that an interval between two markers is associated with a QTL that affects the trait of interest. The results of the analysis are plotted as a likelihood-ratio test statistic against the chromosomal map position, measured in recombination units (Morgans). The dotted line represents a significance threshold above which a likelihood-ratio test provides a statistically significant fit to a model of the data. The best estimate of the location of the QTL is given by the chromosomal location that corresponds to the highest significant likelihood ratio. Although the interval mapping method was an important advance, it too is statistically biased. In particular, QTL outside the interval under consideration can affect the ability to find a QTL within it\(^1\). In addition, false identification of a QTL can arise if other QTL are linked to the interval of interest (the false ghost peak on the right)\(^1\)-\(^1\). c | A third method, known as composite interval mapping, combines the interval mapping technique with multiple regression analysis\(^1\).\(^1\). Composite interval mapping assesses the probability that an interval between two markers is associated with a QTL that affects the trait of interest, as well as controlling for the effects of other markers on the trait (thus providing more accurate results). The results of the analysis are plotted as in b. In this method, the test statistic is independent of QTL in other regions of the chromosomes (although it is still biased if the QTL is in the interval immediately adjacent to the interval of interest)\(^1\).

Zhao-Bang Zeng and his colleagues have extended this method to a multiple interval mapping technique. Multiple interval mapping combines multiple QTL mapping analysis with the analysis of genetic architecture by using an algorithm to search for number, positions, effects and interactions of significant QTL\(^1\).\(^1\). Several computer programs that carry out these mapping methods are freely available\(^1\).\(^1\).\(^1\). Unfortunately, most of these programs lack an easy-to-use interface and are not of commercial quality, something desperately needed for most users.
studying the common weed sunflower, Helianthus annuus, which is postulated to have colonized Texas by acquiring advantageous alleles from the locally adapted, Helianthus debilis. Michael Arnold and his colleagues are studying hybrids of a cross of Iris brevicaulis (FIG. 3a), which prefers dry, sunny habitats, and Iris fulva (FIG. 3a), which prefers wet, shady habitats. By mapping QTL in the parents that control the ecological traits that are responsible for habitat preference and by examining hybrids, it might be possible to show explicitly that introgressive hybridization is an important evolutionary mechanism in plants.

Field of dreams

QTL mapping has enormous practical potential for agriculture. Although classical quantitative genetics and selective breeding have been enormously successful in agriculture, the process of breeding a crop plant with a particular desirable trait is a combination of luck, hard work, time and money. A detailed knowledge of the genes that affect traits such as yield, dehiscence and resistance, could facilitate and speed the development of improved crops.

Gardeners accustomed to planting varieties of tomato know that they can have extraordinarily variable fruit sizes, ranging from a weight of a few grams to as much as half a kilogram (FIG. 4a). Examples of these varieties are Burpee’s ‘Big Boy’, ‘Big Girl’ and ‘Watermelon Beefsteak’ at one extreme, and the many ‘grape’, ‘currant’ and ‘cherry’ varieties at the other extreme. Steven Tanksley and his colleagues used seven wild species of tomato and seven different crossing designs to locate QTL for fruit size and weight. This work, starting in the 1980s has identified at least 28 different QTL for fruit weight. Some of these QTL have a significant effect on the phenotype, explaining over 20% of the phenotypic variance.

Over the past ten years, finer-scale mapping techniques were used to localize one of these important QTL, fw2.2, to a narrow chromosomal region. Recently, the statistical fog was pierced by the cloning of the fw2.2 QTL. The fw2.2 QTL corresponds to a single open reading frame in a transformed cosmid (called ORFX) that is expressed in the floral organs. When the wild-type allele of the gene was introduced into a cultivated tomato, the transformed plants produced small fruit of roughly the expected weight (FIG. 4b). This transformation experiment marks the movement of QTL mapping beyond a purely statistical association between a gene and the phenotype.

Beyond the obvious importance of QTL mapping for agriculture, some of the most striking examples of the use of QTL analysis to answer fundamental evolutionary questions come from the study of agricultural species. An evolutionary approach to QTL mapping has allowed new and powerful insights into the understanding of plant domestication. The work of John Doebley and colleagues on the evolution of maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) from its probable wild ancestor, teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis), is a landmark in the field of evolutionary QTL analysis. For the past decade, QTL that are responsible for key steps in the...
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Figure 5 | The evolution of apical dominance in maize (Zea mays). a | The maize crops that are cultivated today are probably a domesticated form of the wild Mexican grass, teosinte. Note the bushy form of the teosinte, Zea mays ssp. mexicana, shown here. b | The single-stalk branching pattern of wild-type maize (Inbred A158). c | A maize plant that is mutant for the teosinte branched 1 (tb1) gene. The tb1 locus is likely to have had an important role in the evolution of maize plant architecture. (Reprinted with permission from REF. 61 © (1997) Macmillan Magazines Ltd.)

Finally, QTL analysis has been brought to bear on a biological problem that has stymied geneticists and evolutionary biologists for many years. Many flowering plant genomes are thought to be the product of one or more polyploidization events64,65. As such, many of the world’s crop plants are polyploids, resulting either from complete duplication of their own genomes or from interbreeding with another species with a failure of complete disjunction at meiosis66. One of the most interesting applications of QTL mapping to evolutionary biology is the exploration of the joining of these genomes67.

Andrew Paterson and his colleagues have been exploring such a polyploid event in species of domesticated cotton (Gossypium)68,69. Present-day varieties of cultivated cotton are tetraploid, but are derived from two distinct diploid parental species66. The most important trait to a cotton farmer is the length and quality of the seed fibre. Interestingly, the QTL that contribute to fibre quality in domesticated cotton derive from the diploid parent species that possesses no spinnable fibre on its seeds. This indicates a possible non-additive interaction between the two parental genomes with respect to seed fibre quality (BOX 4). This application of QTL analysis shows that the merger of genomes of divergent evolutionary histories can produce ‘unique avenues’ for selection68,69.

A step off the bandwagon

The use of QTL mapping represents a rebirth for quantitative genetics. Quantitative geneticists have been successful at both developing robust evolutionary theory and providing practical benefits to agriculture, despite treating genes as a black box. QTL mapping represents a promising link between this statistical approach and an explicit understanding of the molecular basis of variation in complex traits. Although I have highlighted examples of the power and promise of QTL mapping for evolutionary biology, there are numerous and important caveats to keep in mind.

Maps and markers. Genetic maps are time consuming and expensive to construct. Despite this, the number of markers is rarely the limiting factor in QTL mapping experiments; the number of progeny examined is, however, crucial70,71. Each progeny represents an opportunity to identify a unique recombination event between markers. Any QTL that exists between two completely linked markers will segregate with both markers and will be indistinguishable from either. Because recombination rates vary across the genome69, some QTL will be harder or easier to detect depending on their genetic location. For example, the centromeric regions, which are known to be suppressed for recombination72 and to be poor for genetic variation73, are a veritable black hole for QTL mapping; even two markers that are physically far apart will seem to be genetically close together near the centromere. Localization of a gene in these regions can be difficult.

Evolution of maize have been identified69. These include QTL for the distinct change in branching from the bushy, multi-stemmed teosinte to the single-stemmed maize varieties used in agriculture today (FIG. 5), and QTL for the change in fruit architecture between teosinte, with its encased kernels, to corn with its kernels exposed on the ear58,60. The actual gene that underlies the distinct morphological change in branching pattern, called teosinte branched 1, has been identified (FIG. 5)61. Furthermore, teosinte branched 1 has been subjected to a molecular population genetic analysis to understand the evolutionary dynamics of the locus62.

An evolutionary approach to QTL mapping can extend beyond single species, yielding more insight into the evolution of plant domestication. Diverse taxa in common taxonomic groups often share gene order over large chromosomal segments. Comparative QTL mapping is possible because chromosomes of these different taxa can be aligned on the basis of common reference loci. The grass species sorghum, rice and maize, were each independently domesticated ~10,000 years ago. Each species has been selected to have large seeds, daylength-insensitive flowering and reduced fruit shattering. A small number of QTL were located for these traits62. Interestingly, the approximate location of the QTL for each trait mapped to roughly corresponding locations in each of the three species, despite 65 million years of reproductive isolation between these species63. This conservation of QTL location indicates that, 10,000 years ago, ancient farmers across three continents might have been independently selecting many of the same genes to obtain convergent phenotypes in each of the three species63.

Maps and markers. Genetic maps are time consuming and expensive to construct. Despite this, the number of markers is rarely the limiting factor in QTL mapping experiments; the number of progeny examined is, however, crucial70,71. Each progeny represents an opportunity to identify a unique recombination event between markers. Any QTL that exists between two completely linked markers will segregate with both markers and will be indistinguishable from either. Because recombination rates vary across the genome69, some QTL will be harder or easier to detect depending on their genetic location. For example, the centromeric regions, which are known to be suppressed for recombination72 and to be poor for genetic variation73, are a veritable black hole for QTL mapping; even two markers that are physically far apart will seem to be genetically close together near the centromere. Localization of a gene in these regions can be difficult.

Finally, QTL analysis has been brought to bear on a biological problem that has stymied geneticists and evolutionary biologists for many years. Many flowering plant genomes are thought to be the product of one or more polyploidization events64,65. As such, many of the world's crop plants are polyploids, resulting either from complete duplication of their own genomes or from interbreeding with another species with a failure of complete disjunction at meiosis66. One of the most interesting applications of QTL mapping to evolutionary biology is the exploration of the joining of these genomes67.

Andrew Paterson and his colleagues have been exploring such a polyploid event in species of domesticated cotton (Gossypium)68,69. Present-day varieties of cultivated cotton are tetraploid, but are derived from two distinct diploid parental species66. The most important trait to a cotton farmer is the length and quality of the seed fibre. Interestingly, the QTL that contribute to fibre quality in domesticated cotton derive from the diploid parent species that possesses no spinnable fibre on its seeds. This indicates a possible non-additive interaction between the two parental genomes with respect to seed fibre quality (BOX 4). This application of QTL analysis shows that the merger of genomes of divergent evolutionary histories can produce 'unique avenues' for selection68,69.

A step off the bandwagon

The use of QTL mapping represents a rebirth for quantitative genetics. Quantitative geneticists have been successful at both developing robust evolutionary theory and providing practical benefits to agriculture, despite treating genes as a black box. QTL mapping represents a promising link between this statistical approach and an explicit understanding of the molecular basis of variation in complex traits. Although I have highlighted examples of the power and promise of QTL mapping for evolutionary biology, there are numerous and important caveats to keep in mind.

Maps and markers. Genetic maps are time consuming and expensive to construct. Despite this, the number of markers is rarely the limiting factor in QTL mapping experiments; the number of progeny examined is, however, crucial70,71. Each progeny represents an opportunity to identify a unique recombination event between markers. Any QTL that exists between two completely linked markers will segregate with both markers and will be indistinguishable from either. Because recombination rates vary across the genome69, some QTL will be harder or easier to detect depending on their genetic location. For example, the centromeric regions, which are known to be suppressed for recombination72 and to be poor for genetic variation73, are a veritable black hole for QTL mapping; even two markers that are physically far apart will seem to be genetically close together near the centromere. Localization of a gene in these regions can be difficult.
Most of the world’s cotton crop is made up of two tetraploid (2n = 4x = 52) species, Gossypium hirsutum (‘Upland’ cotton) and Gossypium barbadense (‘Pima’, ‘Sea Island’ or ‘Egyptian’ cotton)\(^2\). These species have been cultivated to produce long, spinnable fibres on their seeds: in each panel, the seed, with fibre removed, is shown on the left and the fibre from that one seed, if any, is shown on the right. In the figure, a) both tetraploid species are thought to have arisen by the hybridization of two diploid ancestors: a maternal Old World diploid species (denoted the ‘A’ genome) and a paternal New World diploid species (called the ‘D’ genome)\(^6\). So, the resulting tetraploid has an ‘AD’ genome.

The possible ‘D’ genome parents of the tetraploid are two, extant, neotropical species, Gossypium raimondii or a sister species of Gossypium gossypioides (2n = 26). The possible ‘A’ genome ancestors are two extant Old World species, Gossypium hirsutum or Gossypium herbaceum (2n = 26). Interestingly, when one looks at the most distinctive and important trait to a cotton farmer, fibre, in both wild and domesticated cotton species, only the ‘A’ genome diploid and the ‘AD’ tetraploid taxa produce seeds that are covered in long, spinnable fibres (a)\(^6\). In Asia, a domesticated ‘A’ genome diploid is still bred and cultivated for its fibre\(^8\). However, although wild ‘D’ genome diploid species produce hairy seeds, none produce spinnable fibre and none has ever been successfully domesticated for fibre production\(^8\). Of course, humans have successfully domesticated and selected ‘AD’ tetraploids for high yield and quality of fibre. Therefore, the interaction of the ‘A’ and ‘D’ genomes in the tetraploid domesticated species produces higher quality and higher quantity fibre than is found in either of the diploid ancestors, even the currently domesticated ‘A’ genome diploids.

In b, an F\(_2\) mapping population was created that was derived from a cross of the two species of cultivated ‘AD’ tetraploids for which they had developed detailed genetic maps\(^11\). These two species have very different seed fibres, and quantitative trait loci (QTL) that distinguished the parental types for various fibre characteristics were sought\(^11\). Remarkably, most of the QTL that influenced fibre quality and yield were located on the portion of the genome contributed by the ‘D’ genome (hypothetical data illustrated)\(^11\). Remember that the ‘D’ portion of the genome is derived from an ancestor that has no spinnable fibre. So, most of the genetic variation available for improvement of cultivated cotton fibres apparently comes from the parent without fibre. Perhaps thousands of years of selection on ‘A’ genome diploids exhausted genetic variation for fibre quality, but that selection was absent from the ‘D’ genome diploids because their seed fibres were not desirable to ancient farmers. (Images courtesy of Andrew Paterson, Applied Genetic Technology Center, Department of Crop and Soil Sciences, Botany, and Genetics, University of Georgia, USA, and Thea Wilkins, Department of Agronomy and Range Science, University of California, Davis, USA.)
Moving from QTL to genes. A QTL is almost never an actual genetic locus. A QTL is a chromosomal segment, potentially encompassing many hundreds of individual loci, most of which have nothing to do with the phenotypic trait of interest. An actual locus that contributes to a phenotype is a veritable needle in a haystack of QTL. Conversely, a QTL might contain many genes that contribute to the phenotype of interest.

Although there have been examples of QTL mapping that yield an actual locus, these examples are rare\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\). Remember that it took more than ten years to winnow a single fruit size QTL to the actual gene. There are 28 known fruit size QTL in tomato\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\). Although it is doubtful that it will take 270 more years to find all the genes that influence fruit size in tomato, finding those genes will be time consuming and expensive. In the near future, only in those organisms for which genetic information is abundant will we be able to find the actual genes that underlie the phenotypes of interest.

Even in model organisms, the ability to move from QTL to gene will not be easy. In \textit{A. thaliana}, the estimated genetic map is 586 centiMorgans (cM) and the physical size is ~125 megabases. On average, there are 213 kilobases of DNA and ~50 genes per cM in \textit{A. thaliana}\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\). Even in the best QTL studies, many QTL are defined by markers that are more than 10 cM apart. Sorting through 500 genes requires time and money. Even if a genome project has identified each of the genes in that interval, proving that any particular gene is responsible for variation in a trait of interest is not a trivial exercise.

Association studies hold some promise in assessing the correlations between specific genetic variants (usually SNPs) and trait differences on a population level\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\). The most commonly used approach searches for differences in allele frequency between individuals with a particular phenotype and unrelated control individuals. However, many statistical caveats accompany such studies and they have, to date, been plagued by numerous spurious (false-positive) correlations\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\).

Along similar lines, a ‘candidate gene’ approach might help in linking QTL with particular genes. In this approach, a gene known to be in a particular pathway, or have a predicted function, can be related to genes already known to have specific phenotypic effects, and will be considered to be a gene correlated to a QTL. As many genes will probably be included within the chromosomal boundaries of the QTL, it will be difficult to provide convincing molecular evidence, such as complementation, that a candidate gene is the locus that contributes to the trait under study.

Those biologists working with less genetically endowed organisms might be able to lever the genetic information from model organisms by taking advantage of homology. In this way, a ‘reverse quantitative genetics’ approach could be fruitful in that one could ask how much phenotypic variation in a non-model organism is explained by the homologue of a gene with a similar phenotype in a model organism.

Experimental and statistical concerns. QTL mapping is a statistical approach and evolutionary biologists must be aware of the inherent limitations and biases of the statistical procedures themselves\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\). For example, QTL analyses assume that the distribution of trait values are normally distributed. Important experimental considerations that are involved in implementing these statistical tests include the heritability of the trait being mapped, the precision with which the trait can be measured and the size of the mapping population\(^11\). Shortcomings in any of these areas can undermine the accuracy and power of the QTL analysis.

The limits of QTL detection are determined by several factors, including recombination, the number of progeny in the mapping population and the number of markers\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\). QTL mapping always underestimates the number of genes that are involved in controlling a trait because only genes of sufficiently large phenotypic effect will be detectable as QTL\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^18\). The limits of QTL mapping are demonstrated by examples such as the work of Paterson and colleagues\(^19\). In a comprehensive QTL mapping experiment for tomato in three environments, 10 QTL were detected with a map of 600 genes, but only 4 were detected in all three environments. Of the 29 QTL detected, 4 were detected in all three environments, 10 in two environments and 15 in only one environment\(^19\). Clearly, the environment will be shown to have an important role in QTL mapping. At one level, the environment might complicate our efforts to map QTL, but understanding the interaction of QTL with the environment will be crucial to our understanding of gene function and evolution.

It is also possible that the QTL of large phenotypic effect that we see are artefacts of the strong directional selection often used to create the phenotypically divergent parental lines that are used for mapping\(^20\). Strong selection can fix alleles that normally segregate in the base population. In addition, artificial selection might create repeated bottlenecks through which only a small fraction of segregating alleles can pass. Only segregating alleles can be detected. Fewer QTL will be detected and those that are eventually detected might explain an inflated portion of the phenotypic variance.

In addition to the estimation of the number of QTL, the magnitude of QTL effects might also be biased by small sample sizes\(^20\)\(^,\)\(^21\). In his study on QTL experiments in maize, Beavis showed that in all studies, one or a few
QTL of large effect were identified, along with several QTL of small effect. This distribution was more skewed in experiments that used small numbers of progeny. The fewer the progeny, the higher were the estimated effects of the largest QTL identified.

Finally, the issue of significance testing is still incompletely resolved. The statistical tests for assessing if a QTL actually exists are many and not independent. So, QTL mapping will yield a significant number of false QTL (ghost peaks). One commonly used solution to this problem is to use a conservative threshold value to reduce the probability of false positives.25,26. For human data, it has been estimated that the threshold value should be a LOD score of 3.3 (Ref. 82). This value indicates that the probability that a QTL occurs in a particular interval is over 1,000 times more likely than the null hypothesis that no QTL exists in the interval. Monte Carlo simulation25–27 and permutation tests28,29 are two other approaches that are used to explicitly determine if a QTL is significant. Bayesian approaches to QTL mapping are being introduced30,31.

Future challenges

Given the caveats described above, knocking down the straw man of quantitative genetics (many genes of small, additive effect) might be more difficult than initial efforts have led us to believe. After all, how much of the genetic variation does a QTL have to explain before we call it a QTL of ‘large’ effect? Does the quantitative genetic model really predict that we will find no single QTL that explains a significant amount of the total phenotypic variation? Given the numerous caveats that apply to QTL mapping studies, the number of genes estimated by QTL mapping should be viewed as a hypothesis of genetic architecture. Furthermore, it is crucial that evolutionary biologists define their questions with the caveat that they might never actually find genes. In agriculture, having a QTL might be enough to serve in a marker-assisted selection programme. In many evolutionary studies, knowing only a relatively large chromosomal region be informative? The challenge for evolutionary biologists will be to think carefully about how understanding the genetic basis of complex traits will inform their studies, especially if those conclusions rest on knowing the actual genes underlying the trait of interest. When is identifying a large chromosomal segment interesting enough to justify an expensive and time-consuming hunt for QTL?

Children of the corn

At some level, all geneticists, from molecular geneticists to population geneticists, are interested in finding the connection between the gene and the phenotype. Understanding this connection is most difficult for the cases of complex traits, such as most human diseases and many examples of adaptive evolution. QTL mapping holds some promise in helping us to make this connection. With the advent of genomics, geneticists see a path through the fog and there is growing awareness that an understanding of human disease will require an understanding of quantitative traits. Genomics will greatly assist in providing numerous markers and more complete maps. Genomic techniques might also make it possible to create larger progeny arrays than the cost of genotyping will probably decrease markedly.

Theoretically, this QTL mapping approach is as applicable to animals, including humans, as it is to plants. However, there are some significant advantages to studying complex traits in plants. Plants are easy to replicate and one can generate several parental lines and large progeny arrays. The variable that is often limiting in QTL studies is the cost of generating and maintaining large numbers of progeny. For humans, the number of progeny is necessarily small. Generating inbred lines in plants is generally possible. Because animals tend to be outcrossing, inbreeding can be a problem.

QTL mapping in populations or species of outbreeding organisms faces additional statistical and biological challenges. In these cases, the parents used in the mapping cross, either from controlled crosses or natural populations, are not necessarily fixed for alternate alleles, as is the case with inbred parental lines. The parents might be polymorphic for segregating alleles. Several experimental and statistical solutions to these challenges have been suggested for outbred species.30–32. Statistical approaches using pedigrees are being developed33,34 that should be applicable to humans. In highly heterozygous organisms, QTL mapping can be done in the F1 generation itself, on the basis of simplex segregation of polymorphic markers.35,36. In addition, new approaches have recently been presented for QTL mapping polyplody and even in hybrid zones.37,38.

Finally, in a plant system, one can easily assess QTL in several realistic ecological conditions. Parents can be taken out of the field and offspring can be grown back in the field. In our ultimate goal is to understand how genes form complex phenotypes, we must come to realize that the environment has a crucial role. Replicated microarray studies that can simultaneously assess genome-wide gene expression and can be used on field experiments might eventually be a tool that geneticists and ecologists find invaluable. Understanding how the environment interacts with genes to yield phenotypes might be the most significant challenge to all geneticists.


References 55–62 chronicle a decade of work on understanding the genetic control of the domestication of modern maize.


An excellent example of the power of quantitative QTL mapping.


References 70 and 71 provided the first and most influential caveats for the use of QTL analysis in both agriculture and evolutionary biology.


An excellent overview of the statistical issues involved in QTL analysis.


In this paper, interval mapping with molecular...
markers to map QTL was first proposed for species in which many morphological markers were unavailable. A maximum-likelihood statistical approach for QTL mapping was also developed.
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